30th Sept., 1943.

Professor R.A. Fisher, Sc.D., F.R.S.
The Galton Laboratory,
Rothamsted Experimental Station,
Harpenden, Herts.

Dear Sir,

Professor Gray is away from Cambridge so I am answering your letter of 24th September.

The room which we think would be most suitable for your requirements is in the Museum Block near to and on the same floor as the room now housing the Genetics Library. The size of the room is 20' x 16' approximately, with good window space, bench at windows, one large sink, one stack of shelving, wall space for more shelving, A.C. and D.C. current (200 volts), water and gas and facilities for section cutting.

Perhaps you will let me know if the above is suitable and when you expect to arrive in Cambridge? I can then make arrangements to have the room ready for you.

Yours sincerely,

G. A. Drury,
(Steward)